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virtual lab: model ecosystems - birdmanscience.weebly - 1 název (name in czech) _____ virtual lab:
model ecosystems directions: follow the step-by-step instructions for this exercise found on the worksheet
below and in the virtual lab and record your answers in the spaces below. by the end of this exercise, you
should be familiar with and be able to use the following terms: virtual lab guide: windows client university of north ... - virtual lab guide: windows client 1.0 introduction the ung virtual lab is your
connection to campus computing resources from anywhere in the world! this free service allows students,
faculty, and staff an easy way to login remotely and access dozens of applications via the ung menu. here’s a
quick list of applications available. cech virtual lab guide - cech virtual lab guide windows 7/vista edition
introduction: this guide is a step-by-step walkthrough of installing, configuring, and using the vmware horizon
view client to access the university of cincinnati’s virtual lab services for the windows 7/vista operating system.
virtual lab: punnett squares worksheet - wordpress - part ii: follow the instructions in the question
column to complete the virtual lab scenarios and record your data: complete all ten scenarios and record your
results in table 1. when you record a ratio, whether it is genotypic or phenotypic ratio, always record the most
dominant characteristic first, followed by the recessive. practice guide responses - virtual lab school practice guide responses think about the ways you connect with families in your program regarding child
guidance strategies. take time to review your program policies and read over the practice guide attachment
from the american academy of pediatrics. what are some thoughts or ideas you have to improve some of your
existing ... virtual lab school . virtual lab: the cell cycle and cancer click on the microscope - virtual lab:
the cell cycle and cancer 1. open the virtual lab: the cell cycle and cancer 2. click on the laboratory exercise
link. 3. click on the microscope in the lab simulation to examine the different stages of mitosis as they appear
in different tissue samples. plant transpiration – virtual lab - ap lab #9: plant transpiration virtual lab
background: transpiration is the evaporation of water from plants. it occurs chiefly in the leaves while their
stomata (tiny openings in the undersurface of a leaf) are virtual lab: abiotic/biotic factors - henry county
school ... - in this virtual lab, you will observe how temperature affects a fish's metabolism. one way to
determine the metabolic rate of a fish is to observe the rate of water movement over the gills. rapid movement
of the operculum, the bony covering over the gills, indicates increased consumption of oxygen, while slow
movement indicates decreased ... transgenic fly virtual lab worksheet - • in the virtual lab window to the
left, select experiment 1 to begin this portion of the virtual lab. once you have selected an experiment, click to
select the hypothesis that you think is the correct one for that experiment. 1-6 virtual enzyme lab - grace's
biology blog - analysis(questions:(’ 1.
describe’the’relationship’between’substrate’concentration’and’the’initial’reaction’rate’of’an’enzyme‘
classifying arthropods virtual lab - wordpress - biology 11 unit 12 assignment 1: classifying arthropods
virtual lab instructions: please complete the classifying arthropods virtual lab. ... read the information and
procedures provided in the lab and complete both the table and journal questions (provided below). please
note you should be answering your questions in detail, by the making of the fittest: natural selection and
adaptation - they complete the lab more quickly when doing so. • a link on the introduction page of the
virtual lab directs teachers to detailed information about how to implement the lab in the classroom, including
tips from teachers who have already used the lab, and has links to various curricula. make a monster murrieta valley unified school district - in this virtual lab you will use a punnett square to find possible
gene combinations and to create a fictitious animal. pre-lab questions: 1. what is a trait? 2. what are genes?
how are they related to traits? 3. how are gene pairs written out? 4. what is a genotype? 5. what are dominant
and recessive alleles? how are they written out? 6. what ... virtual lab 7 mitosis and meiosis - lake county
- click next 20) find and label a cell in interphase, prophase, metaphase, anaphase, and telophase in the
micrograph below. when you click on a cell the program will tell you what phase you clicked on. virtual makeup lab go to the website: organic molecules - pre-lab questions 1. what are biomolecules? 2. list the four
biomolecules and provide examples of foods that contain them. 3. what is a chemical indicator? 4. for this lab,
which are the chemical indicators you will be using and what is their function? 5. exploring communication virtual lab school - exploring communication how do you define communication? what are your views about
your own communication? take some time to reflect on how you feel about communication. your training and
curriculum specialist will collect this survey and use your responses to learn more about how to nurture
communication in the workplace. 1. how to use the fsu virtual lab - college of education - to see the full
list of the virtual lab software, click on the plus sign (left hand side). selecting a program from the list of
applications will allow you to add them to the desktop. this is signified by a green checkmark beside the
program name in the list. decoding cancer virtual lab - segment of the decoding cancer virtual lab.
molecular tissue testing is an important part of precision medicine. velma’s physicians need additional
information in order to make the best recommendation for treatment. gel electrophoresis – virtual lab materials: get from the checklist on the explore part of the virtual lab - select each item in the lab. read the
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description that appears for each item. - record the name of the material and purpose. ex. micropipette –
transfer dye and dna samples *once you have selected all the items (13 total), click procedure to start the lab.
name date per virtual lab: fossil data - name _____ date _____ per ____ virtual lab: fossil data data table:
you may need to hit the refresh button in internet explorer several times to get the other dig sites to work and
load properly. dig site 1 rock/sediment layer name of fossils found (at least 2 in layers 1 and 3)
photosynthesis virtual labs - northern highlands - in this lab, you will be experimenting with how
different variables affect the rate of photosynthesis. 9. set the thermometer to 25°c (room temperature) and
the light intensity to 20 . virtual lab: introduction to the microscope - virtual lab: introduction to the
microscope objectives: • i can understand and explain the three parts of cell theory. • i can identify the
different parts of a microscope. • i can explain why the microscope was invented and how it helped develop
the cell theory. internet resources: (also available on mrs. sechrist’s derry web page) virtual lab: force =
mass x acceleration - virtual lab: conclusion 1. how is newton’s second law related to gravity? 2. how does
the force of gravity affect the rate of acceleration? 3. describe what happens when identical objects are
dropped on planets with different gravitational conditions. 4. describe what wsom virtual lab set up citrix
receiver on windows for - set up citrix receiver on windows for wsom virtual lab the preferred method of
accessing the wsom virtual lab is to use a web browser to navigate to https://wsomportalru and log in that
way. ensure you have the latest version of citrix receiver installed on your computer via receivertrix . virtual
lab: alien juice bar 1 pt ec printing for use with ... - virtual lab: alien juice bar for use with gems “of
cabbages in chemistry” ... virtual lab - dependent and independent variables - 1 virtual lab - dependent
and independent variables name: biology date: period: introduction: in this lab, you will use a simulation to
further your understanding of independent and dependent variables. you will be studying the level of european
corn borer infestation in various environments. virtual lab: developing a metal activity series - virtual lab:
developing a metal activity series purpose: to develop a metal activity series based on a series of potential
metal and aqueous solution reactions. procedure: access the virtual lab. you will be directed to another page
where you will perform some virtual reactions between metal strips and aqueous salts and acids. part a:
states of matter virtual lab - iredell-statesville - states of matter lab page 3 4. write a summary
paragraph, which includes drawings, to demonstrate you have mastered the learning goal. be sure to
incorporate both concepts of the learning goal: how the molecules in a solid, liquid and gas compare to each
other. how temperature relates to the kinetic energy of molecules. 5. thomson cathode ray tube
experiment (new vcl lab) - 1. start virtual chemlab and select thomson cathode ray tube experiment from
the list of assignments. the lab will open in the quantum laboratory. 2. what source is used in this experiment?
drag your cursor over to the source to identify it. electron gun what type of charge do electrons have?
negative what detector is used in this experiment? scientific method virtual lab - glencoe - arch login scientific method in action the strange case of beriberi in 1887 a strange nerve disease attacked the people in
the dutch east indies. the disease the virtual laboratory and interactive screen experiments - the
concept of a virtual laboratory in the physical sciences is one with many ramifications. these may relate to the
purpose a virtual laboratory is seeking to address, its mode of delivery, the scope of delivery, the experience
of both students and tutors, and indeed the suitability of an activity for implementation in a virtual laboratory
... virtual lab: graham's law purpose - virtual lab: graham's law purpose: to determine the relationship
between the molecular weight of a gas and the diffusion rate; to determine the molecular weight of an
unknown gas based on its effusion rate. procedure: click on the following link to take you to another site that
contains a virtual lab on effusion rates. instructions for accessing the hodges university virtual lab accessing the hodges university virtual lab using internet explorer with windows 8 13 back in internet explorer
, 12) click on the application you want to open. in internet explorer a box will pop-up asking you to open or
save the launch.ica file download photoelectric effect virtual lab answers phet ... - photoelectric effect
virtual lab answers phet vlsltd photoelectric effect virtual lab answers phet vlsltd lab: photoelectric effect wheaton high school lab: photoelectric effect this lab will investigate the photoelectric effect. the photoelectric
effect is the emission of electrons from a surface when illuminated with light. follow the parts and lizard
evolution virtual lab - wordpress - virtual lab lizard evolution virtual lab lizard evolution virtual lab . answer
the following questions as you finish each module of the virtual lab or as a final assessment after completing
the entire virtual lab. module 1: ecomorphs . 1. at the beginning of the virtual lab, you were asked to sort eigh
t lizards into categories. yeast respiration virtual lab - images.pcmac - yeast respiration virtual lab
download and print the file “yeast respiration data sheet”. use the following information to complete this
assignment. lab background yeast are organisms that are able to break down and use (metabolize) some
foods, but not others. in order for an organism to make use of a potential source of virtual lab: evidence for
plate tectonics - weebly - virtual lab: evidence for plate tectonics 1.1 observe the plates and rift as you
move the slider (slowly) from left to right. pay special attention to the arrows, which indicated the thickness
and position of newly formed rock. describe what occurs at the rift as the plates move away from each other.
virtual lab: usage guide - depaul university - virtual lab: usage guide opening files while connected to the
virtual lab, you may work with any files stored on your computer or network drives. however, because you are
connected to a “virtual machine,” the locations on your drives will look slightly different. virtual lab:
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accessing remote desktop - december 8, 2016 page 2 of 4 virtual lab: remote desktop 6. please wait while
the remote desktop is prepared for your use 7. once the desktop is prepared, click on start > all programs to
view available applications and begin working reminder! all work in remote desktop will be lost when logged
off or disconnected from remote desktop. virtual water testing and treatment - weebly - directions: in
this virtual lab, you will test a variety of water samples, then you will determine how to treat the water
samples to make them safe to drink. procedures: getting in to the fossil record - volusia county schools
- getting in to the fossil record an online fossil lab this lab activity will be completed entirely on-line. you will be
visiting several web sites devoted to fos-sils, the fossil record, and geologic history. visit the web sites listed
and explore the information pre-sented. as you do so,record brief responses to the questions below. plant
transpiration – virtual lab - 2. under labs, select virtual labs 3. select exploring plant responses from the list
of labs. materials: get from the checklist on the explore part of the virtual lab 1. select each item in the lab. 2.
read the description that appears for each item. 3. once you have selected all the items (12 total), click
procedure to start the lab. procedure: name date per virtual lab half-life - iredell-statesville - objectives:
in this virtual lab you will investigate the meaning of radioactive half-life as you see a simulation of the
radioactive decay of isotopes of four hypothetical elements. collect radioactive decay rate data for
hypothetical isotopes over a period of 20,000 years. determine, compare, and contrast half-lives of four
radioactive elements. virtual lab: enzyme controlled reactions - 13. in the graph you created in the lab
simulation with your data: a. what is represented by the green line? b. what is the optimal ph for lactase
enzyme activity? 14. consider only the experiment you conducted with 0.5 g. of lactose. a. what is the
independent variable? b. what is the dependent variable? 14. cp chemistry mr. canova lab: virtual lab for
gas laws - jpsaos - lab: virtual lab for gas laws students: please read the following information given below,
and then come to class on your lab day with the following already prepared in your notebooks: 1) date, 2)
partner, 3) title, 4) purpose, 5) materials, 6) safety, 7) procedures/observations, and 8) data & calculations
(collect data in your notebooks) how to install citrix receiver (windows) for vcl (virtual ... - continue. 4. a
prompt may come up and request to you to start the installer, if so simply accept and continue. if no prompt
appears click the download in the bottom left of virtual lab: population biology - hillsborough instructions: this lab has instructions on the left hand side and also contains pages to enter data and
questions. due to the trouble we've had in the past with submitting documents and data this way, it is
preferable to just turn in a handwritten or typed copy. print this out for copies, or use the word document
virtual lab: understanding matter - chappell math and science - in this virtual lab, you will view videos
of matter changing and determine whether the changes you observe are physical or chemical in nature.
objectives: · identify characteristics of physical changes of matter · identify characteristics of chemical changes
of matter · recognize examples of physical and chemical changes mitosis webquest & virtual lab images.pcmac - mitosis webquest & virtual lab objective: in this lesson you will discover how the cells divide
through a process called mitosis. you will also learn how uncontrolled cell division leads to cancer. before
beginning, use the learning scale below to rate your knowledge. place a check in the before box. before
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